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This special issue focuses on two emergent properties of artificial evolutionary

systems: evolvability and robustness. The three papers presented here expand the

subject in distinct directions—two dealing with robustness, and one with

evolvability.

Short- and long-term evolution depends on the variational properties of the

systems: how changes to their structure map to changes in their behavior.

Robustness and evolvability are key variational properties that themselves show

evolutionary dynamics. This journal’s focus is on artificial evolutionary systems that

are active—which take inputs from their environment and act on them to produce

their behavior. Active systems are an especially rich domain for the evolution of

robustness and evolvability because the size and structure of their data objects are

often open-ended.

Evolvability and robustness were never part of the classical ‘Modern Synthesis’

which melded Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection with Mendel’s

theory of heredity. The reason that evolvability was not an issue was because it was

presumed at the outset: empirical experiences with quantitative genetics and

selective breeding produced a consensus that phenotypic variation was effectively

like a gas which could flow into any selective bottle; e.g. as Francisco Ayala wrote

in 1978, ‘‘The fact that artificial selection works almost every time it is attempted

indicates there is genetic variation in populations for virtually every characteristic of

the organism’’ [3]. It was with the advent of evolutionary computation—the attempt

to solve engineering problems by mimicking Darwinian evolution and Mendelian

genetics—that it became widely clear that evolvability could not be taken for

granted, but was in fact the primary design challenge for evolutionary algorithms.
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Perhaps it was for this reason that the evolutionary computation literature was more

welcoming to early theory on the evolution of evolvability [1] than the evolutionary

biology literature.

Robustness was also not a part of the Modern Synthesis, for the reason that there

was no empirical experience of robustness as part of the evolutionary process.

Robustness as a concept for physiological functioning was introduced as early as the

1920s by Cannon [5] under the term ‘homeostasis’. But the first ideas about

mutational robustness appear in the 1940s work of Schmalhausen [14] and

Waddington [19].

Early pioneers in the modern theory of the evolution of evolvability and

robustness include Riedl [13], and Conrad [6, 7], who described the ‘mutation-

absorption model of the enzyme’, and the ‘self-facilitation’ of evolution. Two

papers that helped initiate the growth in interest in mutational robustness are

Nimwegen et al. [18] and Ancel and Fontana [2]. Today evolvability and robustness

are active areas of research, with some 170 papers published in the last year that

mention the ‘‘evolution of evolvability’’, while some 250 papers mention

‘‘mutational robustness’’ [Google Scholar]. Masel and Trotter [11] provide a good

recent review that documents the ubiquity of mutational robustness in organisms.

The two papers here that address robustness take the subject in novel directions.

In their paper, ‘‘Software mutational robustness’’ [15], Eric Schulte and coauthors

set out to quantify the extent of mutational robustness in ‘naturally evolved’

artificial systems, which is to say, software produced for commercial and production

use. The idea that real-world software exhibits evolutionary, statistical-mechanical

‘laws’ that emerge independently of, and often contrary to, the intentions of

software engineers, was given the name ‘software evolution’ by Lehman [9]. This

line of research has been vigorous [10]. ‘Evolution’ in that literature is conceived

broadly without the specifically Darwinian character of the field of evolutionary

computation. But Schulte et al. wonder whether there might be an underlying

similarity between these two modes of software creation:

The tools, design patterns and codes that we have today are those that have

proven useful and were robust to software developers edits, hacks and

accidents, and those that survived the economic pressures of the marketplace.

We hypothesize that these evolutionary pressures have caused software to

acquire mutational robustness resembling that of natural systems.

By ‘natural systems’ here, Schulte et al. mean life.

They apply three kinds of mutation operators to real-world software, and develop a

methodology for determining the extent to which these mutations leave program behavior

undamaged. The mutation operators they use are deletion, duplication, and reordering.

They find remarkably high levels of program robustness under these mutations.

One kind of mutation, however, is not examined: substitution—changing þ to �,

and to or, bit-flipping in the binary executable, etc.. This would obviously be an

important follow-up study to perform. While real-world software engineering makes

plenty of use of code deletion, duplication, and reordering, substitution operations

are much more restricted. And so if the source of mutational robustness found by
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Schulte et al. is perhaps a deep similarity between their mutation operators and the

operations used in software engineering, we should expect that this robustness is

less under substitution mutations. One can hope that their paper will stimulate such

further investigations.

Schulte et al. go beyond merely documenting the extent of software mutational

robustness: they propose how to exploit it. It is interesting to note that the two great

phenomena that Darwin sought to explain were the adaptedness of life, and life’s

great diversity. Evolutionary computation has focused almost exclusively on how to

produce adaptedness—i.e. optimization. That other branch of Darwinism, diversity,

is largely unexplored. The importance of software diversity is coming into greater

focus now as people realize that real-world computing has become an ecosystem,

with arms races between malware, cracking, and security engineering. Schulte et al.

touch on the ways in which the software mutational robustness they document might

be employed to generate software diversity. Their method has already been

employed and cited during the time interval between the online publication of their

paper and the printed version [4].

Our second paper on robustness returns to the original context in which

robustness was conceived: homeostasis, the organism as a robust dynamical system.

The paper ‘‘Self-repair ability of evolved self-assembling systems in cellular

automata’’ [12] by Can Öztürkeri and Colin Johnson investigates self-repair, a form

of robustness in which systems are ‘‘able to reconfigure themselves following

disruptions to bring them back into a defined normal state.’’ The evolution of the

robustness of development is what motivated the early work of Schmalhausen [14]

and Waddington [19].

Öztürkeri and Johnson evolve the rules of a 2-D cellular automaton-like system

so that it develops from an initial state of all zeros to a target geometric pattern.

They then disrupt the pattern in various ways, and find that with remarkably high

probability it develops back to the original evolved pattern, even though there was

never any direct selection for such self-repair ability. This they call ‘self-repair for

free’, in analogy to Kauffman’s ‘order for free’ [8].

Another way to describe their approach is that they use evolutionary search

through the space of cellular automaton rules (which is to say, through their space of

dynamical systems) to find systems where

1. their target geometric pattern is the system’s attractor, and where

2. their initial state of all-zeros is within the domain of attraction of the target

pattern.

The size of the set of disruptions that repair themselves corresponds to the size of

the domain of attraction. They find that the domain of attraction in their system is

large, so that with high probability their disruptions repair themselves back to the

target pattern.

Their result prompts the following question: is there something about

evolutionary search that causes it to find dynamical systems with large domains

of attraction? This hope is instantly dashed by another of their interesting findings:

self-repair occurs in their system when the grid of automata cells is bounded by four

edges; if they eliminate the edges by making the boundaries periodic, self-repair
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disappears: the domains of attraction are very small. Somehow, the symmetry-

breaking caused by the edges gives positional information which is an essential

feature for self-repair. One wonders whether this discovery points to phenomena

that await a larger theory.

Their paper addresses developmental robustness, whereas the more common

focus in the literature on evolved dynamical systems is upon mutational robustness,

for example [16]. Ancel and Fontana [2] make the pivotal discovery that these two

may be tied together—that robustness of the attractor of an evolved dynamical

system may be intrinsically tied to its mutational robustness, a phenomenon they

call ‘plastogenetic congruence’. If this phenomenon holds widely, one might expect

that the developmental cellular models studied by Öztürkeri and Johnson would

show a correspondence between their self-repair capability and their mutational

robustness; hence, mutational robustness would be higher in the model with edges,

and lower in the model with periodic boundaries. This poses yet another direction

for further investigation.

Our third paper is ‘‘On evolvability and robustness in the matrix-GRT model’’

[17] by Uwe Tangen, and deals primarily with evolvability. Tangen’s goal is that

‘holy grail’ of artificial life research: to produce a system with open-ended evolution

or growing complexity in time. To this end he follows the primary heuristic of

computational intelligence: emulate nature.

Tangen reviews past efforts to create in silico artificial life systems with

unbounded evolution and complexity with their different pitfalls. He designs a

system based on the separate roles of RNA and proteins—with his virtual RNA to

contain the information that builds proteins, and also engage in catalysis, with

virtual proteins that carry out further catalytic transformations in the molecule-like

system. He incorporates formal digital analogs of our current understanding of

cellular biology: replication, transcription, translation, a ‘physics’ of symbolic

protein folding, tRNAs, ligation, restriction enzymes, proteases, methylation, and

even chaperones, and embeds these in a spatial grid structure. Needless to say, his

system is complicated and complex.

A fundamental question after one has built such a system is methodology: How

can you tell when you have open-ended evolution or increase in complexity?—

especially when the system is complex to begin with? Tangen employs various

visualization techniques and activity measures to give a picture of how his system is

evolving. From these he is able to categorize the kinds of behavior into three general

patterns: Phase 0, in which the system rapidly optimizes its resource use and ceases

to undergo further major organizational changes; Phase I, which begins in a state of

turbulent change and eventually settles into the gradual optimizing mode; and Phase

II, which can begin with Phase 0 or I behavior, but continues to undergo major

organizational changes. Tangen notes that the apparently stable states reached by

Phase 0 and I systems may be merely metastable over very long time spans. He

describes a fortuitous discovery made when a Phase 0 system was accidentally left

running: it appeared to get stuck in a stable state around generation 500, but at

generation 65,400 suddenly underwent a radical organizational change.

Due to the computational resources needed for the system, Tangen here provides

what could be characterized as an exploration rather than a comprehensive
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characterization of his system. It therefore leaves ample avenues for further

investigation. While Tangen sought to minimize the set of operators emulating the

biology of the cell, one wonders whether these could be further whittled down to a

‘minimal cell’ that still exhibits his Phase 0, I, and II, and long-term metastability.

And then, there is the question of a ‘theory’ for what is happening in Tangen’s

system: is there a mathematical way of capturing the system—a description simpler

than the system itself—from which its behaviors can be derived? Or is the system

itself its own shortest description of its behavior?

I will leave it the reader to answer for themselves—hopefully with papers

prompted by Tangen’s work—how close he has come to reaching the ‘holy grail’ of

artificial life research: open-ended evolution and increase in complexity.
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